This article presents the methodology and results of a pilot study concerning the impact of three popular and widely accessible machine translation engines (developed by Google, Microsoft and DeepL companies) on the pace of post-editing work and on the general effort related to post-editing of raw MT outputs. Fourteen volunteers were asked to translate and post-edit two source texts of similar characters and levels of complexity. The results of their work were collected and compared to develop a set of quantitative and qualitative data, which was later used to make assumptions related to the general rate of postediting work and the quality of the post-edited sentences produced by the subjects. The aim of the pilot study described below was to determine whether the applied method can be successfully used in more profound studies on the quality and impact of machine translation in the English->Polish language pair and on the potential of MT solutions on the Polish translation market.
Introduction
Recent years have brought us considerable advances in the area of machine translation technology (MT) used to automatically translate source text materials into multiple target languages without human interference (cf. e.g. Bojar et al. 2016) . Theoretically anticipated since the beginning of the 21 st century, the neural machine translation systems, first introduced by Google in October 2016 and later developed by other companies participating in the market, have caused substantial improvement in the quality of MT output (Bengio et al. 2003 , Bentivogli et al. 2016 , Wu et al. 2016 . Consequently, MT engines have become more and more popular and widespread across the entire translation industry. 1 Nevertheless, the quality provided by even the most modern MT systems still requires human intervention in the form of post-editing, understood as a "correction of machine translation output by human linguists/editors" (Fiederer and O'Brien 2009 , Allen 2003 , Hutchins and Somers 1992 .
Simultaneously, numerous scholars interested in MT technology have been conducting research aimed at the establishment of coherent and unified methods of MT output quality assessment (Bojar et al. 2016) . Apart from traditional humanbased methods that, for instance, involve the evaluations of the Fluency, Adequacy and Comprehension of machine-produced translations (Han et al. 2017) , several Automatic Evaluation Metrics, such as BLEU or METEOR, have been developed to enable a reliable comparison of various MT engines and their efficiency with minimum human effort (Koehn 2010) . As the overall quality of MT output depends on numerous factors, such as the source text type, language pair and target language (Hutchins and Somers 1992) , the aforementioned task is a difficult one.
This article and the pilot study it describes constitute a preliminary step for a broader research project aimed at determining the level of MT output quality in the English->Polish language pair and the possibilities of applying popular MT systems in the Polish translation market. Such a task requires the establishment of a reliable, reproducible and cost-efficient study framework, which could be used to measure the efficiency of various solutions. The framework proposed in this article is based on several studies conducted in the past (Avramidis 2017 , Graham et al. 2017 , Han et al. 2017 , Fiederer and O'Brien 2009 , Callison-Burch et al. 2007 , Snover et al. 2006 and is adjusted to the project's specific needs. The pilot study described below was designed in such a way to determine whether the proposed method can be efficiently used to obtain reliable results related to post-editing time and effort. It was conducted in May and June 2018 at the University of Gdańsk, Poland.
Methodology

Description
The pilot study was conducted on a test set composed of two source documents (A and B) containing 459 words each in 19 (Document A) and 20 (Document B) individual sentences. Both documents were presented to a group of 14 MA students in the Department of Translation Studies, who constituted a group of subjects. The subjects were divided into three groups (on the basis of the MT engine used to produce the output for post-editing -Google's GNMT, Microsoft's MNMT and DeepL Translator) and asked to perform a two-stage task based on translation and post-editing of the provided source material. During the first stage of the task, the subjects were given 40 minutes to translate the contents of Document A into Polish and to produce target texts of the highest possible quality. During the second stage of the task, the subjects were given 40 minutes to post-edit the machine translated contents of Document B, again producing target texts of the highest possible quality. During both stages of the task, the number of parameters (total edit time, understood as time spent on editing target segments in the CAT software, words typed per hour and characters typed per hour, number of keystrokes and mouse clicks and numbers of "Delete" and "Backspace" key uses) were measured and recorded.
After the completion of the task, the data collected during both stages was gathered to enable the performance of quantitative and qualitative analyses of all parameters. Individual results obtained by the subjects during the first and second stages of the task were added and divided by the number of participants assigned to the same group. This way, the average total edit time, words per hour, characters per hour, keystrokes, mouse clicks, backspace use and delete use parameters were obtained per each engine and each stage. These average values were later used to calculate the difference between individual engines and the difference between the parameters obtained during the translation stage and the post-editing stage.
The translations provided by each subject were collected and stored in the form of a .tmx file and were sent together with raw MT outputs to an independent translation agency for quality assessment. The reviewer was instructed to look at all translations of each source sentence and to order them on the basis of their quality. The results were then compared and analysed, and a general ranking of quality provided by individual subjects and all MT engines was developed.
In the meantime, the Human-targeted Translation Error Rate (HTER) 2 score was calculated for each translated sentence contained in the .tmx files on the basis of the MT outputs produced by the corresponding engines to measure the number of editing steps that needed to be performed by the subjects to obtain post-edited versions of the target text.
Source material
The entire research project was based on texts related to the construction industry, with particular reference to technical specifications. Hence the contents of both documents used during the pilot study were randomly picked from the specification of materials and workmanship, 3 describing general methods recommended during extending ground floors, altering interiors and converting the lofts of buildings. As the overall quality of the MT outputs relies heavily on the type of the processed source texts, the source material selected for such a study needs to be: ̶ highly repetitive in structure, preferably developed in accordance with a generally accepted pattern; ̶ focused more on terminology than on the style and other linguistic features; ̶ widely available.
We believe that the technical specifications meet all these requirements, as they are very often similar to each other and differ in details, their form is frequently governed by legal documents such as building codes applicable in particular countries (repetitive structure), they are technical in nature, their primary aim is to provide information (terminology focus) and they are abundant and can be easily obtained in both studied languages either on the internet or at construction companies (availability).
Initially, the test set developed for the pilot study contained two documents with 10 sentences (229 words in total) each, picked at random and meeting the abovementioned specification. After the analysis of results provided by the first two subjects it appeared, however, that Document B was too short. The subjects finished their task before the time was up and returned to the finished translations to review and redo them, which introduced unintentional noise into the obtained results. Therefore, the results obtained by subject 1 and subject 2 were excluded from the analysis of temporal parameters and the source texts volume was eventually doubled to reach 19 (Document A) and 20 sentences (Document B) (459 words in total) in each of the documents used during the pilot study.
The documents were cleared of any formatting and imported into separate CAT tools projects (one project for Document A and one project for Document B) with two separate and empty translation memories attached.
Subjects
Participants of the pilot study were recruited from the University of Gdańsk students who attended the MA course in the Department of Translation Studies. The participation offer was entirely voluntary and aimed at students displaying sufficient motivation to take part in extracurricular activities. There were no preliminary requirements specified for the subjects, apart from being an MA student of Translation Studies. Interested students enrolled through an online form, where they specified the date and hour of their availability. In total, 14 subjects took part in the pilot study. The subjects were divided into three groups and each group worked on the contents processed by a different MT engine -Group A: Google Neural Machine Translation (GNMT -Subjects 1, 2, 3, 11, 12), Group B: Microsoft Neural Machine Translation 8, 9, 10, 14) and Group C: DeepL Translator (DeepL -Subjects 4, 5, 6, 13). 4
Session time
The pilot study sessions were designed to last 90 minutes. During that time, the subjects were provided with the instructions (5 minutes) and asked to perform both stages of the task (translation and post-editing -40 minutes each). In between these two stages, a 5-minute break was organized for the subjects to rest and to allow for the collection of time-tracking and input data gathered during the first stage.
In total, five individual sessions were held between 21.05. 2018 and 9.06.2018, with one to seven subjects present simultaneously in the laboratory. 5
Software and preparation
In order to unify the workspace and enable the collection of reliable time-tracking and input data, the subjects taking part in 4 Unfortunately, the number of subjects recruited for the study could not be divided evenly, therefore the number of students working with one of the engines needed to be decreased. 5 Because of this time span and due to the fact that the subjects were recruited from among the students of one university department, the possibility of communication taking place between various participants of the study in between sessions could not be completely ruled out. the pilot study worked in MemoQ 8.2 and SDL Trados 2017 CAT tools. All subjects had some prior experience with MemoQ and SDL Trados software and both of these programs allow for timetracking (either via an integrated feature in the case of MemoQ 8.2 or through a dedicated "Qualitivity" plugin in the case of SDL Trados 2017) and for the integration of machine translation engines. SDL Trados Studio 2017 was chosen mainly due to the lack of a proper plugin for DeepL integration in MemoQ 8.2 and it was used only by the subjects assigned to Group C.
Apart from time trackers, the computers used during the task were equipped with WhatPulse software, 6 which measured and registered the number of keystrokes and mouse clicks made by the subjects in their CAT tools. Apart from the overall amount, the software provided separate values corresponding to the use of the "Backspace" and "Delete" keys, which was especially helpful during the post-editing process.
Before each session, the workstations used by the subjects were prepared by creating new projects in CAT tools (for Document A and Document B separately) with empty translation memories and without term bases. In the case of projects with Document B imported, an applicable plugin for MT engine integration was enabled to allow for automatic translation of source segments with the use of the given engine directly in the CAT tool window. Similarly, the WhatPulse software was enabled in Windows OS and reset to delete all the data it may have accidentally registered before the beginning of each session.
Instructions and course of the session
Each session was supervised by an observer, who was responsible for the proper organization of the study and provided the task-related instructions. Before their appearance for the session at the laboratory, the subjects were not informed about the nature and focus of the pilot study and the information provided to them during the sessions was restricted to the minimum necessary. Before the commencement of work on the first stage of the task, the subjects were asked by the observer to: produce the translation of source sentences displayed on the screens of their workstations within the time limit of 40 minutes; focus on individual sentences and deliver as much high-quality target text as possible within the specified time frame; pay no attention to time limit, as the source document is purposefully too long to be translated completely on time; use all tools and techniques known and available to them apart from any MT engines and solutions; confirm every segment after the completion of each individual sentence.
After the break separating the first two stages of the task, the subjects were given identical instructions, with "Produce the translation" changed to "Post-edit". If any of the subjects was not familiar with the term, an oral explanation was given by the observer.
During the subjects' work, the observer's role was minimal. During the break and after the completion of the second stage, the observer collected all the time-tracking and input data gathered during the study and reset the CAT tools projects and the WhatPulse software.
Constraints
The pilot study described above was meant to test the proposed measurement method and to help to establish a sound and possibly reliable basis for more profound research work on MT technology in the English->Polish language pair. Due to its character, the study was subjected to various financial, temporal and organizational constraints that indirectly influenced the adopted methodology and obtained results. These constraints included the following factors, which need to be highlighted:
The number of subjects was relatively low -among all students of the Translation Studies Department only 14 were willing to take part in the extracurricular study. Subjects were students with a low level of professional experience -the quality of the produced outputs does not mirror the quality of translation required from professional translators active on the translation market. Subjects could communicate with each other in between the sessions -due to the voluntary character of the study, the organization of a single simultaneous session for all subjects was impossible. The quality of the outputs produced by the subjects and MT engines during the first stage of the task was not compared with the quality produced during the second stage -the budget allocated for qualitative analysis made it possible to perform such an analysis on only one set of outputs. The comparison of the impact exerted by individual engines depended heavily on the skills of the given subject -due to temporal restrictions, each of the students worked on MT outputs produced by only one engine, which made it impossible to compare the results obtained by the same students with the use of various engines.
The problems listed above need to be taken into consideration during the interpretation of the results obtained during the study and the elimination of such problems is essential for any future research based on the proposed method. More details about potential areas for improvement are described in Section 5: Conclusions.
Results
Quantitative analysis
Stage 1
During the first stage of the task, the subjects were asked to deliver high-quality translations of the 20 sentences included in Document A in the time of 40 minutes. The time of their work and some input methods (number of mouse clicks and keystrokes) were collected by the software installed and enabled at their workstations.
The total edit time required by the subjects to perform this stage varied from 33:53 7 to 44:43. 8 The average value of total edit time parameters obtained by all subjects was 39:49. As far as the Words per Hour parameter is concerned, the values obtained by the subjects varied from 207.73 to 602.97, while the value of the Characters per Hour parameter varied from 1572.64 to 3727.08. The average values for both these parameters were equal to 372.8 words per hour and 2442.83 characters per hour. All temporal values are given in mm:hh format. 8 In the case of subjects 4, 5, 6, 10, 12 and 13, the overall time of stage 1 completion exceeded the specified limit of 40 minutes, as some of the subjects refused to finish their work mid-sentence. The observer did not intervene in such cases. The number of keystrokes used by the subjects in their CAT tools to complete stage 1 of the task varied from 1330 to 4475, with the average value equal to 2598.83, while the number of mouse clicks varied from 110 to 218, with the average value equal to 157. "Backspace" key was used between 66 and 54 times, while the "Delete" key was used between 0 and 37 times 9 (average values: 244.89 and 6.78).
Stage 2
During the second stage of the task, the subjects were asked to post-edit the machine translated contents of Document B. The parameters of their work were measured in a similar fashion as in the case of the first stage of the task.
Total Edit Time of post-edited segments varied from 17:52 to 41:35, with an average value equal to 33:18.
The number of words per hour typed by the subjects during the post-editing varied from 456.08 to 1538.06, while the number of characters ranged from 3467.07 to 7982.46, with average values equal to 817.6 words per hour and 5410.01 characters per hour.
As far as the input data collected during the second stage of the task is concerned, the number of keystrokes used during post-editing varied from 377 to 2206, with an average value equal to 1179.92, number of mouse clicks varied from 126 to 307, with an average value equal to 204.58, the "Backspace" key was used between 16 and 412 times, with an average value equal to 158.67, while the "Delete" key was used between 0 and 107 times, with an average value equal to 24.75. In the case of the Total Edit Time parameter, only Subject 7 needed more time to complete post-editing stage of the task in comparison with the time required for translation without the aid of an MT engine (15.99% difference); all other subjects worked more quickly when post-editing the machine translated sentences than during translation without MT support, with differences varying from -0.15% to -58.08%. The average difference calculated on the basis of all of the collected results was equal to -15.73%. The number of words typed per hour during the post-editing stage of the task increased between 30.96% and 373.15% in comparison to stage 1, giving an average value of 136.03%, while the number of characters typed per hour increased between 33.11% and 339.43%, with the average value equal to 134.57%. A comparison of the input parameters obtained during the performance of the first two stages of the task revealed that most of the subjects used fewer keystrokes and more mouse clicks during post-editing than during human translation (average values equal to respectively -51.69% and 35.41%). When compared to human translation, the "Backspace" key was used less frequently (-22.15% on average) and the "Delete" key was used more frequently (178.33% on average) in the case of post-editing. 
HTER scoring
The post-edited sentences provided by the subjects were used to calculate HTER scores for each sentence and each MT engine used during stage 2 of the study. HTER is a metric that can be efficiently used to measure the effort required to post-edit MT outputs and, in these terms, to evaluate the efficiency and usefulness of MT engines (Specia and Farzindar 2010; Snover et al. 2006) . Individual HTER scores were calculated with the use of the following formula: HTER= # of editing steps# of reference words where editing steps included all insertions, deletions, substitutions and shifts of word sequences used by particular subjects during the post-editing stage of the task to produce target sentences, treated during the analysis as "reference" translations, giving the results between "0" (no editing steps) to "1" (the MT output changed entirely).
The HTER scores were calculated for each source sentence in relation to each target-reference sentence provided by the subjects. The results were then averaged per sentence and per engine to allow for a comparative analysis of effort and impact of MT outputs provided by all three MT engines used during the study.
HTER scores obtained during the performance of stage 2 by individual subjects varied from 0.11 to 0.62, giving an average HTER score of 0.30.
The subjects who post-edited outputs provided by GNMT achieved average HTER scores in the range between 0.12 (Sentence 20) and 0.58 (Sentence 14), with an overall average score equal to 0.29. When working on outputs provided by MNMT, HTER scores obtained by the subjects varied from 0.05 (Sentence 11) to 0.69 (Sentences 8 and 17), with an overall average score equal to 0.43. The DeepL engine allowed for the obtainment of HTER scores in the range between 0.06 (Sentences 11 and 19) and 0.32, with an overall average score equal to 0.17. 
Qualitative analysis
All of the sentences produced by the subjects during stage 2 of the task were collected from .tmx files, placed in a single .xls file, anonymised and randomized to change their order and prevent any accidental pattern recognition. The .xls file was then sent to an independent translation agency with a request to evaluate the quality of target sentences and to put them in order in terms of their quality. The evaluator was given a set of instructions to follow and was required to take into consideration the accuracy, fluency and style of the provided sentences. 10 Apart from the target sentences produced by the subjects, the .xls file contained also the un-post-edited MT outputs. No information about the subject of the study and machine translated outputs used as a basis for post-editing was revealed to the evaluator.
The evaluated sentences were given points from "1" (the highest quality) to "17" 11 (the lowest quality). The potential ideal 10 Understood as: "accuracy" -the translation should contain the same information as the source text; "fluency" -the translation should be easily understandable for the reader of the target text; "style" -the translation should be adjusted to the character and aim of the source text (cf. White, 1994) . 11 As the collected outputs included 14 sentences post-edited by the Subjects and 3 machine translated sentences for each source segment. output would therefore obtain a score of 20 points, and the potential worst output would obtain a score of 304 points. 12 If the evaluator decided that two or more translations represented similar quality, an equal score could be given to them.
The scores assigned to particular sentences were later collected, grouped and averaged per subject and per engine. The scores given to raw MT outputs were then compared with the results obtained by particular subjects. The sum of points given to individual subjects varied from 90 to 234, 13 with 212 points given to raw outputs provided by GNMT and MNMT engines and 124 points given to raw outputs provided by DeepL engine. The average numbers of points given to the subjects varied from 4.50 to 11.84 per sentence, with 10.6 given to GNMT and MNMT engines and 6.2 given to DeepL engine. The following table presents a summary of total and average numbers of quality points assigned to individual subjects and MT engines.
Summary
The primary aim of the task was to determine whether the method described above could be used to efficiently measure the time and effort required during translation and post-editing of texts of similar volumes and levels of complexity. The measurement method was based on the comparison of temporal results obtained during stage 1 and stage 2 of the task and on the comparison of HTER scores calculated for each post-edited sentence produced by the subjects. The following section presents the overall summary of results obtained during the study.
In general, when time of work is considered, the subjects worked 15.73% faster during the post-editing of raw MT outputs than when translating texts from scratch. During stage 2 of the task they also entered 136.03% words and 134.57% characters more in target segments within a unit of time and they needed 51.69% keystrokes less in comparison with stage 1. Simultaneously, during the post-editing stage of the task the subjects needed 35.41% more mouse clicks to perform their work than they did during the translation stage. Considering the character of the post-editing work and the number of editing steps that needed to be introduced during the process in various parts of sentences provided by MT engines, such results could be anticipated, as numerous words and fragments of sentences were already placed in the target segments and the subjects needed less time and keystrokes to edit them, but more mouse clicks to actually place their cursors in places that required editing.
Considering the impact of individual MT engines used during the study on the time of subjects' work, the seemingly best results were obtained with the use DeepL engine (25% shorter editing time), followed by MNMT (12.23% shorter editing time) and GNMT (6.14% shorter editing time). The results obtained for the use of the "Backspace" and "Delete" keys were inconsistent, ranging from -76.12% to 34.85% in the case of the former and -100% to 1225% in the case of the latter, leading to the conclusion that the use of these keys is an individual matter.
As far as the HTER scores are considered, the overall average score obtained by the Subjects (0.30) could be perceived as comparable with the results achieved during some previous studies (Snover 2006) . As HTER scoring depends greatly on the posteditorial skills, it can be presumed that it would be higher in the case of the same task given to more skilled subjects. There was a visible tendency displayed by some of the subjects, who did not introduce many changes in sentences they considered "acceptable". As the subjects were not professional translators or specialists in the area of construction industry, some post-edited sentences copied the mistakes included in raw MT output. As such mistakes were not rectified, the HTER scores could be lowered.
The lowest HTER scores were achieved by the subjects working on outputs provided by DeepL engine (average HTER score: 0.17), followed by GNMT (0.29) and MNMT (0.43). To some extent, a relation between HTER score and Total Edit Time parameter can be observed, as subjects working on outputs provided by DeepL engine were both fastest and obtained the lowest HTER scores on average. The same could be said about the results obtained by Subject 13 (the highest increase in time -58.08% and the lowest HTER score -0.11). However, when considering the results obtained with the use of GNMT and MNMT, there seems to be no direct relation between pace of work (6.14% and 12.23% respectively) and HTER scores (0.29 and 0.43 respectively). Similarly, the HTER results obtained by Subjects 14 and 3, who followed Subject 13 in terms of post-editing speed (50.69% and 23.87% faster than when translating from scratch) were higher than for instance the HTER scores obtained by Subjects 4 and 12, who were much slower in post-editing than Subject 13 (10.50% and 3.57% respectively). Figure 1 depicts the aforementioned relation.
The difference in the quality of post-edited sentences provided by the subjects was determined on the basis of a ranking developed by an independent translation agency. The lowest average number of points was obtained by the subjects working on the outputs produced by the GNMT engine (5.53), followed by DeepL (6.46) and MNMT (9.69), with the lowest score achieved by Subject 3 (GNMT -4.50) and the highest score achieved by Subject 14 (MNMT -11.84). Table 14 contains the summary of temporal, HTER and qualitative results obtained by each of the subjects.
Figure 1
Relation between total edit time parameter and average HTER scores The quality of raw MT outputs was also evaluated and the individual engines achieved average scores of 10.6 (GNMT and MNMT 14 ) and 6.2 (DeepL). In most cases, the raw MT outputs were evaluated lower than post-edited sentences, with most notable exception of 3 sentences translated by DeepL engine, which were considered to be of the highest quality (score = 1) among all other provided translations. In general however, the outputs provided by MT engines were evaluated lower than the outputs provided by most human subjects. Figure 2 depicts the relation between all 3 key parameters measured during the pilot study.
Figure 2
Relation between total edit time parameter, average HTER scores and average number of quality points 14 The scores given to most individual sentences translated by GNMT and MNMT varied, the equal overall average results seem to be a mere coincidence.
In the case of some subjects (most notably Subjects 6, 7, 8, 13 and 14) there seems to be a recognizable pattern of relation between the parameters. However, the determination of a general dependence would require some further research.
Conclusions
The analysis of the practical implementation of the measurement method proposed above and the results obtained with its use revealed several drawbacks that should be considered before applying the aforementioned methodology in more profound studies on the impact of MT solutions on post-editing effort and quality of the final product in the English->Polish language pair. Some of these drawbacks resulted from the constraints that influenced the pilot study 15 , others were caused by the lack of experience in organization of similar research. Nevertheless, the experiences gained during the pilot study allowed for the identification of potential areas for improvement that should be implemented in the future studies in order to obtain more reliable results. The following list presents these areas:
̶ Subjects should be recruited from among professional translators with more experience in translation and post-editing than students, to obtain outputs of higher quality. ̶ Groups should be composed of as many subjects as possible, to obtain higher reliability of the average scores and results. ̶ Sessions should take place simultaneously, to make it impossible for the subjects to communicate amongst themselves. ̶ Source texts should be long enough, to eliminate the risk of subjects finishing their tasks before time. ̶ Subjects should be given a clear signal to stop working, to avoid unnecessary noise in temporal data. ̶ Much attention should be paid to the preparatory stage taking place before sessions, to avoid any resetting mistakes that could negatively influence the consistency of results. ̶ Each of the subjects should be given an opportunity to produce post-edited target segments with the support of each MT engine 15 Cf. Section 2.7: Constraints.
analysed during the study, to allow for direct comparison of results independent of individual skills of the subjects. ̶ The quality of outputs produced during stage 1 of the task should be evaluated in a similar manner as the quality of postedited segments, to allow for comparative analysis of both methods of target text production.
We believe that careful consideration of these areas and their implementation during future research work would improve the general usefulness and efficiency of the proposed methodology, which in its amended form could be successfully used to measure various parameters related to post-editing in the English->Polish language pair and to obtain reliable and repetitive results.
Further study
The pilot study described in this article was designed and conducted as an attempt to establish a reliable methodological basis for more detailed research on machine translation in the English->Polish language pair. The list of potential areas for improvement presented above will be used to develop the method further and to obtain more reliable, repetitive and standardized results and patterns.
Future research will involve the development of a larger corpus of technical and construction industry texts and translations, detection and categorization of the most common errors occurring in MT output materials, development and training of a Moses-based MT engine and performance of tests aimed at the determination of possible potential of regular expressions in automatic post-editing and improvement of MT output quality. The results of these efforts will be presented in future publications.
